Implement with the Oracle Big Data Information Architecture Experts

Key Features
- Rapid visioning, design, architecture and planning for your big data strategy
- Leverage industry-leading standard practices
- Unlock native functionality
- Standard off-the-shelf capabilities
- Utilize Oracle Consulting reusable assets

Key Benefits
- Establish foundational big data architecture and technical environment
- Optimized data architecture
- Better insight into data
- Framework for adding additional data sources

Oracle Big Data Information Architecture Workshops

The Oracle Big Data Information Architecture Workshops are delivered by Oracle Consulting big data scientists and will help your organization rapidly create a big data roadmap and baseline architecture based on your Oracle environment. We will provide your organization with the exceptional big data experience and expertise you expect from Oracle Consulting.

Oracle Consulting Enables your Success

Oracle's Big Data solutions are designed to address the most complex and demanding business requirements. They provide comprehensive business and industry solutions, enabling organizations to increase productivity, accelerate business performance, and provide a lower cost of ownership. Oracle Consulting experts will guide your team through the necessary steps to architect your Oracle Big Data environment and prepare you for the insight you will gain from your data. The Oracle Big Data Architecture Workshops are delivered by Oracle consultants who focus exclusively on the Oracle Big Data product suite, and will provide your organization with valuable guidance, thought leadership, and proven best practices.

Scope of the Offering

Analytics and Big Data are becoming an essential factor for organizations to survive in today’s hyper-competitive markets. For organizations planning such initiatives or evolving their current architectural footprint, Oracle Consulting offers workshop services to help define the vision and develop a leading edge roadmap. Oracle Workshops provide a step-by-step approach that leverage proven practices. Oracle Consulting experts team with your IT organization and lines of business in defining requirements, gathering potential business case justification, and assessing, prioritizing and defining how to reach the desired future state. These Workshops are designed to establish a reliable technical architecture, establish data ingestion capabilities from different data sources, and facilitate the appropriate data architecture design to leverage Oracle for information discovery. A framework is established for your organization to leverage the Oracle Big Data product suite in order to gain better insights into your organizations data. The series of Workshops conducted are:
- Visioning Workshop
- Use Case Hypothesis Workshop
- Business Information Mapping Workshop
- Technical Information Architecture Workshop
- Roadmap to Implementation Workshop

Your series of Workshops begin with discovery and visioning. Following a solid understanding of the business requirements, we then focus on configuration tools created by Oracle Consulting in partnership with Oracle Product Development. These tools are leveraged in conjunction with a systematic approach to efficiently guide you through the process of architecting your big data information environment. During the workshops we produce the following outcomes:
- Facilitate discovery interviews and architecture workshops
- Prepare you and your organization for a pilot or production deployment
WHY ORACLE CONSULTING

- Leading Expertise: Oracle's own experts providing thought leadership for every Oracle solution.
- Broad Coverage: “End-to-end” lifecycle services across the entire Oracle product footprint.
- Global Scale: 13,000 Oracle experts in 145 countries, serving over 20 million users.
- Unified Methodology: Based on industry standards, high quality results across complex projects.
- Flexible Delivery: Onsite, offsite, and offshore, along with innovative solutions such as Expert Services and Architecture Services.

RELATED SERVICES

The following services are available from Oracle Consulting:

- Information Discovery Installation Services
- Information Discovery Implementation Services
- Information Discovery Optimization Services
- Information Discovery Upgrade Services
- Information Discovery Strategic Roadmap and Advisory Services

- Key goals and possible future state
- Business drivers, success factors, priorities
- Key data inputs, analysis needed, planned output
- Current state to future state, readiness, costs
- Preliminary plan, justification, determination to move forward

Oracle Consulting Workshops emphasize an “out-of-the-box” philosophy and adoption of leading practices inherent in the product. This approach is ideal for customers who prefer rapid time to value. In addition, for customers desiring higher levels of customization, this is an excellent way to establish a baseline instance for the launch of a tailored implementation project.

How We Are Different

The Oracle Consulting team is focused exclusively on Oracle Technologies, and we have the experts that others turn to for leading practices in Oracle hardware and software implementations. We know how to best optimize your investment in Oracle products and can provide your business with tightly integrated, comprehensive, superior services throughout your ownership experience.

Getting Started

Leverage Oracle’s methods, tools, and extensive experience with customer implementations across diverse industries and geographies. Tight integration across Consulting, Development, Support, Education, and Global Delivery puts the entire Oracle team behind your success. To learn more, contact your local Oracle Consulting representative, or visit www.oracle.com/consulting.